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1. A classical question posed by Lusin asks whether it is possible

to find for each measurable function defined on [0, 27r] a correspond-

ing trigonometric series, with coefficients converging to zero, that

converges almost everywhere to the function. This question was

answered affirmatively by Men'sov [4] for real-valued functions, but

the general question remains unanswered. Thus, it is of interest to

inquire whether there be any Schauder bases for Z>, p>l, with re-

spect to which every measurable function has a pointwise representa-

tion. Although Talalyan and Arutyanyan [8] have shown that a

prime candidate, the Haar system, does not have this property,

Gundy [3 ] has proved that systems of the specified type do exist.

The Schauder functions are total in each of the Lp spaces, although

they in no case constitute a basis. In [l], Goffman solved Lusin's

problem for this system by way of a sequence of careful estimates

culminating in a construction of the required series. An interesting

aspect of this work is that not all of the Schauder functions are re-

quired for the construction. Indeed, it is clear from a superficial ex-

amination of the arguments employed in [l] that any finite number

of functions could be deleted from the system and the work carried

through with no resulting essential modification of the demonstra-

tions.

In analogy with work of Talalyan [ó], and Goffman and Waterman

[2], it is appropriate to ask whether infinitely many Schauder func-

tions could be discarded in such a way that the above-mentioned

result of Goffman would remain in force for the abbreviated system.

In the present note it is shown that this is the case, and a characteriza-

tion is given of those subsystems for which the Goffman theorem

holds. The result suggests that there may be lurking in the back-

ground some very general form of the Miintz theorem.

2. The Schauder system herein discussed is the usual collection of

spike functions whose supports are dyadic intervals (see, for example,

[l]). As it happens, each of these functions can be expanded (in an

infinity of different ways) in an almost everywhere convergent series

of the others. This fact is the key to the present discussion.
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Lemma 1. Let $>= \<pi, fa, • • ■ } be an infinite subsystem of the

Schauder system, and let [En}n-i be the sequence of supports of the

elements of <£. If

(*) í¿(lim supn En) = 1

then every Schauder function, f, can be expressed as a series ¿_jn= x and>n

converging a.e. to f, wherein 0^a„^l and 2~Lt-x a-kcbkúf, for every n.

(It is clear that (*) is also a necessary condition for the existence of such

series.)

Proof. Let / be a Schauder function not contained in $ and let

£ = {x:f(x)>0}. Because {£„: EnEE\ constitutes a Vitali covering

of E, it is possible to choose pairwise disjoint supports, Eni, • ■ • ,

Enka), such that /¿(.EXU*!1! Eni) <\ and each Eni is a subset of E. De-

note the midpoint of Eni by Xi, let

«=i

let E<» =Uf^ £„,., and let F<»=£\£«). Then f-fi^O, and

f       < — +— f     fdß
Mm     •> F(i)      4       2Jj(1)

1       1
ú — + —J,

4        2

where J = fe fdp = \\f\\i.
Let E^=G{i)\J ■ ■ ■ UG^, where the Gt1} are nonoverlapping

(dyadic) intervals, such that, for each k,fi is linear over G™, vanishes

at one end of G™ and coincides with/at the other. From an applica-

tion of the Vitali theorem to TJi= {£„: »>w4(1)} follows the existence

of a finite subfamily of disjoint members of Vi, each element of which

is contained in some Gkl) and whose union covers £(1), save for a set

of measure less than 1/32. Proceeding in the same manner, let F(1)

= iz"{1)U • • • KJHmx\ where the H^ are nonoverlapping (dyadic)

intervals, such that / is linear over each of them. Again there are

finitely many pairwise disjoint elements of *Ui, each of which lies

entirely within some HtX), whose union covers £(1), save for a set of

measure less than 1/16.

Let {-Ent(1)+1, • • • , E„ \ be the union of the two subsets of Vx

thus selected, let £<2) = U?®t(1)+1 £„„ and let F<»=£\£<». Again de-

noting the center of £n< by Xi, let

/(/-ya*-/-/
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<t>m =     Z    (f-fù(*d**a
*-*(l)+l

and let/2=0(1) -N>(2). Then Og/iá/iá/, and

r (f-uw= f     + f     + f     + f
J° JFmnFw        ílV(1)        f(!)ni(1)        î(V(1»

13       11

16     32     32      22

— (—\     —
"  4 \4/       22

J.

Proceeding  thus inductively,  one constructs for every natural

number n a finite Schauder series

k(n)

/n   =    2_,  fli^Bj,

<-l

such that

oáta^áE«*,^    0'),
1=1 1—1

0 ̂  o,- ̂  1, for all i, and

f1 1 /3V-1       1
/cf-/.)*<7(7)  +-/ w.

From an application of the dominated convergence theorem, it

follows that

CO

f(x) = X a<<t>n,(x)        a.e.
t=i

3. There follows an outline of a constructive scheme that leads to

the result promised in the introduction. Although the work could be

carried out directly, it seems most simple to stand on the shoulders of

Goffman.

Lemma 2 (Goffman). Let f be an a.e.-real-valued measurable func-

tion, let e be a positive number, and let m be a natural number. If E

= {x: \f(x)\ ¿e] and if rj is any positive number, then there is a

Schauder expansion Z"=m a,Xi such that all coefficients do not exceed

e+7] in absolute value,
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Z OiXi(t) (mújú n),

for every t in D, where D is a subset of E having measure greater than

ß(E) —r), and

f(t) - Z «*.■(<)= 1,

for every t in H, where ß(H) > 1 — t?.

Theorem 3. // $= \<pi, <p2, ■ • • } is a subsystem of the Schauder

system for which condition (*) is satisfied, then every extended-real-

valued measurable function defined on [0, 1 ] can be expanded in an

almost everywhere convergent ^-series, with sequence of expansion

coefficients converging to zero.

Proof. Suppose first that / is a real-valued measurable function.

Let {e„}ñ=i he a sequence of positive numbers such that Z£=i €»

converges. From the lemma of Goffman, one knows that there is a

finite Schauder series Zi-V aixi sucn that

m(l)

f(t) - Z aiXi(l) < «i

for all t in a set £i with p(Ei) > 1 — ei. By virtue of Lemma 1, one may

replace Zrif1 o-iX, by Z"=i °*4>i while retaining the same estimate.

Let fi=f— Z"=ï bi<pi- Again, according to Goffman, there is a

finite Schauder series ZKi afxi such that \af)\ ^éi+€2, for each

*> I Z<-i afxi(t)\ <ei, for all j^m(2) and for all t in Hf, where
M(Hi*)>l-ei-€2/2,and

mm
(2)

fi(t) - Z a]  Xi(t)
«2

<—,
2

for all I in £2*, with /*(£,*) > 1 -e,/2.

Now apply Lemma 1 to the function xi, using çE>i=d>\{^>,-: î^w(l)}

in place of 4> (the system $i also possesses property (*)), in order to

obtain a finite 4>-series Z^-ním b*<pu with coefficients between 0

and 1, such that

B(l)+fc(l)       +

xi(t) -     Z     ài<bi(t)
t=n(l)+l

<

es

2[1 + m(2)](ti + t,)

on a set Ku having measure exceeding 1—€2/2[l+m(2)]. In similar
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fashion approximate x2 by a finite «Ê-series KaTmi+i bfcpi such

that

n(l)+fc(2) +

*2(0 -     E    Oi<Pi(t)
»=n(l)+i(l)+l

<

«2

2[l+m(2)](€1 + e2)

on a set -K"i2 having measure exceeding 1—e2/2[l+m(2)], the coeffi-

cients again lying between 0 and 1, and continue thus to approximate

each of the x,- involved in the Goffman approximation of fx-

For n(l)+k(j)<i^n(l)+k(j+l) let h-aftib?, 0újúm(2)-l
(k(0)=0). There results a «^-polynomial 2~li¥nm+x °i<Pi having the

following properties:

(1) \bi\útx+t* (n(l) + lúi^n(2)),

(2) I 2ZJi-nW+xài<Pi\ è 2(6! + e2), on Hi = H? C\ nK? Ka (n(l)
+ lúj^n(2)),

(3) \fx(t)-2ZT^m+xbi<Pi(t)\<^, for all t in Ei = D}r\{t^Kv,.
Note that the series has been cleverly chosen so that ¿t(E2)>l — e2.

For the next step in the construction process, there is, according

to Lemma 2, an approximation 'Yj'-x afxt to/2=/i— 2~L"-x bi<pi such

that each af has modulus not greater than €¡¡+63,

2~L ai «»-(«o^¡        (iújúm(3)),

for every / in H-?, with ix(H£) > 1 — e2 — e3/2, and

/»(/) - Z «< *.(0<
«3

on £3*, where /t(£2*)>l—e3/2.  Proceeding exactly as  before, one

obtains a ^-polynomial ZÄs+i ¿>¿<£i such that:

(1) \bi\ áe2+ía    (»(2) + lá*á»(3)),

(2) I Éí-n(2)+i^0<(Ol<2(í2+í3)    on   ff2,   with  M(-Hr2)>l-€2-e3

(»(2)+iájá»(3)),
(3) I/2W - Au &<*<(01 <«a on £3, with m(£3) > I-63.
Continuing inductively, one finds an increasing sequence of natural

numbers   {«(fe)}£-i  and  sequences  of  measurable  sets,   \Hk)k^i,

{£*}*°-i> such that, for every k:

(a) n(Hk) > 1 — i* -tk+x and m(£*) > 1 — «*,

(b) there is a series Zt-^ti + i &<•£« satisfying:

(i)  I &*|júík+tk+x (n(k) + l^i^n(k + l)),

(Ü)  I EUoj+i W)| <2(í*+€*+i) (n(*) + l^ján(fe + l)), on Hk,
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(iii)   \fk(t) - E?-.+» + iM<(0|   < e*+i     on     Ek+i,     where    fk =

fk-l— ¿Ji=n<x-\) + \ bi<t>i.
In order to demonstrate the a.e. convergence of Zï" i b,<pi to/, note

that, for every k,
n(k)

f = /* + Z bi<Pi,
»=i

so that for every j>n(k + l),

f(t) - Z »M»
i-l

fk(t) -  z ***i(0
<-b(*)+1

x

< et+i + 2   Z   («» + e»+i)>
¿_jt+i

for all t in Ek+ir\[\,=t+1 Hi. Because the measure of this set exceeds

1 —3 Z"=t+i e«> the convergence is established.

In the general case, following Goffman, let f=fi+ft+ft, where /i

is finite, /2 is 4- » on a measurable set A and 0 on the complement of

A, and /3 is — » on a measurable set B and 0 on the complement of

B. A trivial modification of an argument of Goffman shows that

there are i-series Z<" i a»#» and Zï™ i bi(bi, with coefficient sequences

converging to zero, the one series converging to + » a.e. on A and to

a real-valued function a.e. on [0, l]\.4, the other converging to — »

a.e. on B and to a real-valued function a.e. on [0, l]\B. If the func-

tions to which these series converge be designated by g2 and g3,

then let Z«" i c'$» be an a.e.-convergent representation (with

lim„c„ = 0) of the real function fi — g2Xio,i]\A—g3Xio,i:\b- The series

Z<=i (ai+bi+Ci)(pi has the required properties.

4. In a paper dealing primarily with families of Haar functions

[5], J. J. Price and the author observed that a family of Schauder

functions is total in measure if the condition (*) (above) is satisfied.

That theorem (Theorem 11 of [5]) is an immediate consequence of

Lemma 1. Indeed, it is worthy of note that a family satisfying (*) is

total in each of the spaces Lp[0, l], l^p< », as the construction

process of Lemma 1 makes clear.

(In this general connection, Theorem 11 does not tell the right

story. For, in analogy with the work of Talalyan [7], one should

expect that making certain deletions from the Schauder system (a

Schauder basis for C[0, l]) would yield a subsystem still total in each

of the spaces of continuous functions over suitable measurable sub-

sets of [O, l] having measure arbitrarily close to 1. Such a proposition

is an immediate consequence of Theorem 11, of course.)
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One final comment concerning Lemma 1 is in order. The following

remark is reminiscent of a classical result of Müntz.

Corollary 4. A subsystem {xni:i = l, 2, • • • } of the Schauder

system is sufficient for pointwise representation of all measurable func-

tions only if 2~Lî°= x I/w» diverges.

Proof. By virtue of Lemma 1, 2~Lî°-1 M(£>,) = + »• Divide the

Schauder system into subsets, the members of which have supports of

equal measure. If the natural ordering be employed, then for n greater

than 2, the members of the nth subset of this partition have sub-

scripts of the form 2n~2+j, with 0^_7<2"-2. Suppose that there are

kn elements of the sequence {wi}^ for which xHi belongs to the wth

subset of the given partition. Since for each j satisfying 0 ^j < 2"-2,

l/(2"-2-h;) ^ 1/2"-1, it follows that

00 I CO I,

V ±> V _^_
,   n- ~      ,   2""1i=X    n, n=3    ¿

«3

= 2' £ u(E„¿ = + »,
<=*

where r and s could be determined if one had the patience.

The condition obviously is not sufficient; the collection of Schauder

functions whose supports lie in [O, 5] furnishes a simple counter-

example.
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